. After being transcribed as primary transcripts (pri-miRNAs), miRNAs are converted into pre-miRNA and then further processed to mature miRNAs (MIRs), which are guided to target mRNAs [4] [5] [6] . It is estimated that 1-4% of human genes are miRNAs, and these miRNAs comprise one of the largest classes of gene regulators and a single miRNA can PDF 文件使用 "pdfFactory Pro" 试用版本创建 www.fineprint.cn Rapid evolution of the human-specific microRNAs 3 regulate as many as 200 mRNAs 7 . There is increasing evidence has revealed that miRNAs play critical roles in many key biological processes, such as cell growth, tissue differentiation, cell proliferation, embryonic development, and apoptosis 7 . As such, the dysregulation of miRNAs and their targets may lead to the development of disease, such as cancer 7 . Currently, there are more than 70 diseases have been reported to be associated with miRNAs (see our human miRNA associated disease database: http://cmbi.bjmu.edu.cn/hmdd).
As the most common genetic variants in the human genome 8, 9 , single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) occurring in functional regions can affect both phenotypes and diseases susceptibility. Therefore, the SNPs occurring in miRNAs or their target sites may affect the thermodynamics of the RNA-RNA interactions between miRNAs and their target sites, which may result in the dysregulation of target genes and subsequently cause phenotype variation or disease susceptibility. Indeed, it has been reported that polymorphisms in miRNA target sites are associated with Tourette's syndrome 10 , muscularity 11 , and cancer susceptibility 12 . It has also been reported that polymorphisms in miRNAs are implicated in schizophrenia 13 . Because of their importance to various important biological processes, miRNAs tend to be conserved during evolution 7 . Indeed, recently, upon analyzing the SNPs in human miRNAs or target sites, several studies have reported a lower SNP density in these regions when comparing them with control regions [12] [13] [14] [15] . However, all these studies were performed by analyzing the all human miRNAs or target sites together, which may mask some special features of specific miRNAs or target sites. Although most of the miRNAs are conserved during evolution, It is believed that there exists some fast-evolved miRNAs in PDF 文件使用 "pdfFactory Pro" 试用版本创建 www.fineprint.cn genomes and play roles in novel phenotypes and functions 16 . Up to this point, little is known about the SNP distribution in species-specific miRNAs or target sites. In this study, we evaluate whether the human-specific miRNAs still show a significant lower SNP density than control regions, whether there are some miRNAs under recent positive selection, and whether SNPs in the human-specific miRNAs show different features from other miRNAs. These questions may shed light on the functions and evolution of miRNAs.
Results
The human-specific miRNAs show higher SNP density than both the conserved miRNAs and the flanking regions
In order to answer this question, we downloaded all miRNAs from the miRBase 17 Figure 1) , which corresponds to the result of Saunders et al. 15 . We next calculated the SNP densities for the conserved pre-miRNAs, the human-specific pre-miRNAs, and their flanking regions, respectively. As a result, the human-specific pre-miRNAs show a significant higher SNP density (4.39 SNPs/kb) than the conserved PDF 文件使用 "pdfFactory Pro" 试用版本创建 www.fineprint.cn
Rapid evolution of the human-specific microRNAs 5 pre-miRNAs (1.67 SNPs/kb) ( Figure 1) . We tested the significance of the higher SNP density in the human-specific pre-miRNAs by Randomization test (P<2.0×10 -4 , see Methods). In the random case, the SNP density in the human-specific pre-miRNAs follows a normal distribution (P=0.0015, One-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, mean value: 2.35 SNPs/kb, standard deviation: 0.48, maximum value: 4.37 SNPs/kb, minimum value: 0.77 SNPs/kb, Figure 2 ). This result suggests that overall the human specific pre-miRNA are under less negative selection than conserved pre-miRNAs. Furthermore, the conserved pre-miRNAs show a lower SNP density than their flanking regions (Figure 1a) , suggesting an evolutionary conserved in the conserved pre-miRNAs. In contrast, it is interested that the human-specific pre-miRNAs show a higher SNP density than the flanking regions, suggesting that an evolutionary acceleration has occurred in these regions. This pattern is the inverse of that of the conserved pre-miRNAs (Figure 1b) . We also performed an analysis to miRNA target sites but didn't find significant patterns (data not shown).
A similar analysis was performed on MIRs (mature miRNA) and a similar pattern was found in these regions. When compared with other regions in pre-miRNAs, the human-specific
MIRs show a higher SNP density, whereas conserved MIRs showed a lower SNP density than other regions in pre-miRNAs (Figure 3) . The significance of the higher SNP density in human-specific MIRs was also tested by Randomization test ( Figure 4 , P<2.0×10 -4 , Randomization test).
It has been reported that the seed region (base 2-7 from the 5' end of the MIR) in MIR plays a PDF 文件使用 "pdfFactory Pro" 试用版本创建 www.fineprint.cn critical role in its binding with 3'UTR of target mRNA in animals and show low SNP density [15] . In order to investigate this issue for human-specific MIRs and conserved MIRs, we calculated the SNP densities for the seed regions and the other MIR regions excluding seed regions. As a result, we found that the SNP density of seed regions in conserved MIRs is lower that that of the other MIR regions excluding the seed regions, whereas the human-specific MIRs show a converse pattern: the seed regions show a higher SNP density that the other MIR regions excluding seed regions (P=0.02, Randomization test, Figure 5 ).
These results suggest that an evolutionary acceleration was occurred predominantly in the human-specific miRNAs, which in turn suggests that these miRNAs may have special functions and might play an important role in human evolution.
The human-specific miRNAs show greater SNP minor allele frequency
Since SNPs in the conserved regions are more likely to result in deleterious effects, negative selection should limit the frequency of deleterious alleles. As a result, these SNPs will show a lower minor allele frequency. Conversely, regions of evolutionary acceleration should show a higher minor allele frequency because of positive selection. We retrieved minor allele frequency data from four populations, YRI (Yoruba in Ibadan, Nigeria), CEU (Utah residents with ancestry from northern and western Europe), CHB (Han Chinese in Beijing), and JPT (Japanese in Tokyo) (Supplementary Table 3) . We compared the minor allele frequency for SNPs in human-specific miRNAs and conserved miRNAs. As a result, the SNPs in human-specific miRNAs show a trend of greater minor allele frequency (median minor allele PDF 文件使用 "pdfFactory Pro" 试用版本创建 www.fineprint.cn
Rapid evolution of the human-specific microRNAs 7 frequency: 0.078 vs. 0.061, P=0.14, Wilcoxon test), although the result is not significant.
SNPs in the human-specific miRNAs affect less on the stability of miRNA secondary structures A suitable secondary structure is necessary for miRNA to play its role normally. As we observed above, the conserved human miRNAs show a lower SNP density, indicating that SNPs in these miRNAs tend to be more deleterious and then are under stronger negative selections. This observation suggests that SNPs in the conserved miRNAs might have stronger effects on the stability of these miRNAs' secondary structures, which may result from the largely changed free energy of their secondary structures. In order to dissect this issue, we calculated the free energy of secondary structure for each miRNA with different alleles using RNAfold 18 ( Supplementary Table 4 ). We next calculated the absolute difference (AD) of free energy for each miRNA with different alleles. We compared the AD of the conserved miRNAs with that of the human-specific miRNAs and found that the conserved miRNAs have greater AD than the human-specific miRNAs as we suspected (median 2.38 vs
1.72, P=0.059, Wilcoxon test). This finding suggests that SNPs occurring in the conserved
miRNAs are more likely to affect the stability of miRNA secondary structures. Therefore, the SNPs in the conserved miRNAs are more likely to be functional.
The miRNAs and target sites under recent positive selection
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Discussion
In the previous studies, it has been reported that miRNAs and target sites show a lower SNP density than control regions 12, 14, 15 . However, here, for the first time we revealed a higher SNP density occurred in the human-specific miRNAs than control regions, suggesting that positive selection and evolutionary acceleration has occurred in these regions during human evolution.
As miRNAs are involved in gene regulations, these putative regions of evolutionarily accelerated may contribute to various biological processes and play critical roles in disease or population disease susceptibility. We believe that our finding concerns these regions taken with previous reports about other human accelerated regions 21, 22 may improve our understanding of human origin, evolution, and diseases. The human-specific miRNAs also show a trend of greater minor allele frequency. We observed that SNPs in the conserved miRNAs tend to have greater effects on miRNAs' functions than that in the human-specific miRNAs through an analysis of miRNA secondary structure. Finally, we identified two miRNAs hsa-mir-423 and hsa-mir-608, and 288 target genes that have been under recent positive selection. Both the two miRNAs are highly expressed in brain and play important roles in nuclear speck and nervous system development, suggesting that these miRNAs may do some benefits to population survival during evolution. The enrichment of ion binding and membrane genes in these target genes suggests that these genes may play critical roles in response to external stimuli, regulation of neural physiology, regulation of hormone, and PDF 文件使用 "pdfFactory Pro" 试用版本创建 www.fineprint.cn regulation of development. Finally, we would like to suggest that the same analysis employed in this study could be readily applied to other species.
Methods

Human miRNAs data and classification
We download all the miRNAs precursor sequences, mature miRNA sequences, and miRNA genome coordinates data from miRBase 17 (http://microrna.sanger.ac.uk/sequences/index.shtml) on October 2007, in which there are 533 human miRNAs records, but only 528 records have identified genome position (according to NCBI_Human_Genome_BUILD_36.). We classified the human miRNAs into conserved miRNAs and human-specific miRNAs according to the family annotations in miRBase. If a human miRNA has at least one family member in other species, we assigned it to the conserved miRNA group; otherwise we assigned it to the human-specific miRNA group (Supplementary Table 1 ).
Human SNP data
We downloaded human SNP data from dbSNP by using the University of California, Santa
Cruz (UCSC) genome browser 23 . We downloaded the genotype data from International HapMap Project (release 22). We downloaded the SNP allele frequency data in four populations from HapMap by HapMart.
The identification of SNPs in human miRNAs and calculation of SNP density
According to the genome coordinates of SNPs, miRNA precursors, mature miRNAs, and flanking regions, we identified SNPs that locate within these regions by using the Galaxy 
Statistical computing
We tested the significance of SNP density of some specific regions, such as human-specific pre-miRNAs, mature miRNAs, and seed regions based on Randomization test. For example, in order to test the significance of high SNP density of human-specific pre-miRNAs (129 human-specific pre-miRNAs), we randomly picked up 129 pre-miRNAs and calculated the SNP density from the 528 miRNAs for 5000 times. We then can compare the random SNP densities with the real SNP density in the human-specific pre-miRNAs and calculate the P value, which indicates that statistical significance of its SNP density. Based on this method, we tested the significance of results for pre-miRNAs, mature-miRNAs, and seed regions. Table 6 ). PDF 文件使用 "pdfFactory Pro" 试用版本创建 www.fineprint.cn PDF 文件使用 "pdfFactory Pro" 试用版本创建 www.fineprint.cn PDF 文件使用 "pdfFactory Pro" 试用版本创建 www.fineprint.cn
Figure Legends
